X marks where Road is CLOSED – N University Dr. (South End)

Phase 1
Deadline ≥ Mon. Aug. 19

Traffic is merging from 1-way traffic to 2-way traffic
Traffic is expanding from 2-way traffic to 1-way traffic

Traffic is expanding from 2-way traffic to 1-way traffic
Traffic is merging from 1-way traffic to 2-way traffic

Road is CLOSED at X mark

Traffic Moving West-Bound
Traffic Moving East-Bound

Relevant Traffic Information

This Road is actually 1 Way Traffic
NOT 2 Way Traffic

Intersection Currently
4 Way Stop

Traffic is merging from 1-way traffic to 2-way traffic
Traffic is expanding from 2-way traffic to 1-way traffic

Boundary Line and Construction Site for Phase 1
Traffic Moving East - Bound
Traffic Moving West - Bound

Road is CLOSED at X mark

Relevant Traffic Information
X marks where Road is CLOSED – N University Dr. (North End)

Phase 2
Traffic is merging from 1-way traffic to 2-way traffic
Traffic is expanding from 2-way traffic to 1-way traffic

Traffic Moving East-Bound Traffic Moving West-Bound
Road is CLOSED at X mark

Boundary Line and Construction site for Phase 2

Traffic is merging from 1-way traffic to 2-way traffic
Traffic is expanding from 2-way traffic to 1-way traffic

Intersection
4 Way Stop

Relevant Traffic Information